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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

Ecliptic Brewing to Open Second Location in Southeast Portland 
 
Portland, Oregon. Earth. (April 28, 2021)- Oregon’s space-themed Ecliptic 

Brewing is excited to announce the opening of a second production facility and 

taproom in Southeast Portland in the summer of 2021, named “The Moon Room”.  

 

Ecliptic Brewing – found and led by Oregon beer legend, John Harris – has signed on to a five-year lease 

of the former Base Camp Brewing space, located at 930 SE Oak Street. Ecliptic will be both brewing and 

packaging in the new facility in order to expand beer production for new and existing brands. The new 

location is well set up for making lagers, so Ecliptic will focus on the production of its new Limited Release 

Series beer, Pyxis Pilsner, although any of Ecliptic’s offerings may be brewed at the site as well.  

 

Says Harris, Ecliptic’s Owner and Brewmaster, “We’ve been talking about opening another location for a 

long time now, so we’re really stoked about this opportunity. There’s a lot of work ahead to make it 

happen, but the team is excited for growth”. Ecliptic has nearly maxed out the production capacity at their 

original Cook Street location in the Mississippi neighborhood. “A new location allows for so many 

possibilities – more events, new beers and menu options, and maybe even expanded distribution,” says 

Harris. “Overall, this new location will allow us to create more joy in the universe, which is what we’re 

here to do.”   

 

The Moon Room will feature a taproom, custom built food truck for delicious Ecliptic edibles, and a full bar, 

once fully licensed. Ecliptic will continue to offer local and hyper-seasonal dishes with slightly more relaxed 

offerings and desserts made in house.  

 

Ecliptic Brewing plans to open its new location in the next few months. For questions, please email 

colette@eclipticbrewing.com. More details to follow.  

        

About Ecliptic Brewing 

Ecliptic Brewing is a venture from John Harris, an Oregon beer icon whose background is steeped in the 

state’s rich craft brewing history. The name Ecliptic unites Harris’ two passions: brewing and astronomy. 

As such, the brewery celebrates the Earth’s yearly journey around the sun through both its beer and 

restaurant menus. Harris’ signature beers include Starburst IPA, Phaser Hazy IPA, Carina Peach Sour Ale 

and Capella Porter. For more information, visit: eclipticbrewing.com. 

  

Ecliptic beers are available at the brewery (825 North Cook St), in cans and on-tap throughout the area, 

and distributed by: Maletis Beverage (Portland, Salem, Vancouver WA), Bigfoot Beverage (Eugene, Bend, 

Coast), Fort George Distributing (Northern Oregon Coast, Southern Washington Coast), Hodgen 

Distributing (Eastern Oregon), Summit Distribution (Southern Oregon), NW Beverages (Seattle, Tacoma), 

Odom (Eastern Washington, Northern ID), Dickerson Distributing (Bellingham), Crooked Stave Artisans 

(Colorado), Freedom Distributors (North Carolina), Beer Thirst (Canada) and Tread Water (Japan). 
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